important notice: annulled by the judgment of the constitutional court pl. ús 27/09 of 10 september 2009

195/2009 sb.

constitutional act

of 28 may 2009

on the shortening the fifth term of office of the chamber of deputies

parliament has passed the following constitutional act of the czech republic:

art. 1

the term of office of the chamber of deputies elected in 2006 shall end in 2009 on the day of elections to the chamber of deputies, which shall be held by 15 october 2009.

art. 2

(1) for this instance, in act no. 247/1995 coll., on elections to the parliament of the czech republic, and amending and supplementing certain other acts, as amended by act no. 212/1996 coll., the constitutional court judgment promulgated as no. 243/1999 coll., act no. 204/2000 coll., the constitutional court judgment promulgated as no. 64/2001 coll., act no. 491/2001 coll., act no. 37/2002 coll., act no. 171/2002 coll., act no. 230/2002 coll., act no. 62/2003 coll., act no. 418/2004 coll., act no. 323/2006 coll., act no. 480/2006 coll. and act no. 261/2008 coll., the deadlines under § 1 par. 3, § 14c let. c), d) and f), § 14e par. 3, § 14g par. 1, § 31 par. 3, § 32 par. 4 and § 33 par. 1, first sentences, are shortened by one third. the deadline under § 33 par. 7 is shortened by 7 days. deadlines under § 31 par. 4 and § 33 par. 6 are shortened by 15 days. deadlines under § 33 par. 1, second sentence, and § 33 par. 2 and 3 are shortened by 20 days. for this instance, in § 16 par. 4 the number “16” is replaced by the number “13.”


art. 3

this constitutional act goes into effect on the day it is promulgated.